
Drug Discovery Chemistry 
Day One | Monday 18th March 2019           

8.30 Registration & Coffee

9.00 Chair’s Opening Remarks

Roderick Hubbard, Professor, University of York, and Senior Fellow, 

Vernalis Research Ltd 

NEW MODALITIES IN DRUG DISCOVERY CHEMISTRY

OPENING ADDRESS

9.10 Winning for the future: strategies to deliver small molecules

• Utilising strategic medicinal chemistry techniques to optimise

the small molecule drug discovery process

• Implementation of faster screening and target validation

techniques and its implications on the drug discovery process

• Streamlining of the R&D process with medicinal chemistry

techniques

Tobias Gabriel, Head, External Science & Drug Discovery, 

Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research, Inc. 

9.50 Protein degradation in drug discovery - PROTACs and its 

uses within the field

• The emerging technique of utilising PROTACs to target proteins

and its advantages in target validation

• The prospects of using PROTACs in therapeutics

• The limitations of PROTACs and how to utilise them in the clinic

• IMiDs and molecular glues

Markus Queisser, Scientific Leader, GlaxoSmithKline 

10.30  Morning Coffee 

11.00  Enabling drug discovery for challenging targets — Mcl-1 and Bcl-2

• Enabling drug discovery against challenging targets

• The importance of biophysical methods in target evaluation

and characterisation

• From fragment hits to clinical candidates

Roderick Hubbard, Professor, University of York, and Senior Fellow, 

Vernalis Research Ltd 

11.40  Antibodies and their potential within drug discovery

• Novel modalities of antibodies in drug discovery: antibody drug

conjugates and novel scaffolds of Fc-regions with enhanced

effector activities

• Technological advances in antibody discovery, expression,

engineering and its contribution to antibody candidate

molecules

• Drug conjugates and aspects of their design and delivery –

linker strategies, bystander effects etc.

• The future of antibodies in therapeutics.

Andrew Popplewell, Head of Antibody Discovery and Engineering, 

UCB 

12.20  Networking Lunch 

1.20 Discovery of Risdiplam, a selective survival of Motor Neuron-2 

(SMN2) gene splicing modifier for the treatment of Spinal Muscular 

Atrophy (SMA)

•  Concept of gene splicing modulation

• Medicinal chemistry optimization leading to the discovery of

risdiplam

• Selectivity (vs other genes) as a key aspect

• Safety characterisation

Hasane Ratni, Expert Scientist, F Hoffmann-La Roche

DRUG DISCOVERY OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES 

2.00 Macrocycles - their uses, advantages and synthesis for 

commercial use

• Macrocycles as an emerging part of chemical space and it’s

potential to drug difficult genomic targets

• How the synthesis of Macrocycles using the Multicomponent

Reaction Chemistry (MCR) can provide molecular diversity and

complexity at low synthetic costs

• Current technologies implemented at Cyclenium

• The future in circumventing major permeability and

bioavailability obstacles in macrocycle use

Helmut Thomas, President and CEO, Cylenium Pharma

2.40 DNA encoded libraries and their practical uses

• Discuss the design of DNA encoded libraries at NIBR

• Insight into Novartis’ schemes for innovation in DEL

• Case study

Frederic Berst, Senior Investigator, Novartis

3.20 Afternoon Tea

3.50 Important aspects of fragment based library design- Ro3 and 

Beyond

• Ro3 covers the idealized physicochemical property space of

fragments but what other factors are important for fragment

design?

• What is the sweet spot for saturation (Fsp3) of fragments?

• Shape-based considerations- flat, 3D, or somewhere in 

between?

• Fragment follow-up: encoding chemistries into fragment libraries

• Case study of how our newly designed fragments enabled a

fragment to lead campaign in short order

Phil Cox, Senior Principal Research Scientist, AbbVie 

4.30 NMR fragment screening in early stage drug discovery

• Introduction to NMR screening methods – both ligand and

protein observe

• Practical considerations of NMR fragment screening

• Confirmation and elaboration of NMR fragment hits

• Case study: Combining NMR fragment screening and

orthogonal screening techniques

Christine Prosser, Principal Scientist, UCB

5.10 Chairman’s Closing Remarks and Close of Day One

www.asdevents.com - www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=19119



Drug Discovery Chemistry
Day Two | Tuesday 19th March 2019 

8.30 Registration & Coffee

9.00 Chair’s Opening Remarks

Darren Green, Director of Molecular Design, GlaxoSmithKline 

TARGET EXPLORATION IN DRUG DISCOVERY 

OPENING ADDRESS

9.10 Chemical biology - new approaches to drug the undruggable

• New technologies

• New modalities

• Where to play and how to win

Ulrich Schopfer, Head of Integrated Target & Lead Discovery, 

Novartis 

9.50 Computational chemogenomics and utilisation of AI

• The future of computational chemogenomics – the genome

wide search for druggable interactions

• Efficient utilisation of AI within the computational 

chemogenomic space

• Highlights from recent case studies

Edgar Jacoby, Senior Principal Scientist Computational Chemistry, 

Janssen

10.30  Morning Coffee

11.00 Arsenic Methyl Transferase and its potential role in CNS

• Discovery of a form of arsenic methyl transferase (AS3MT)

as a potential risk factor for schizophrenia

• Molecular modelling, virtual screen, hit identification

• The biological role of AS3MT – identification of potential 

interaction partners

Roland Burli, Senior Director, Head of Medicinal Chemistry, 

Astrazeneca 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE LEARNING

11.40  Using Artificial intelligence in early drug discovery

• Advances in how artificial intelligence can be used to identify 

druggable targets

• The ability of AI to prioritise drug targets and it’s uses in

preventing drug discovery failures

• The opportunities of deep learning in the drug discovery process

Vivek Vishnudas, Sr Vice President Drug Discovery & Platform 

Sciences, Berg LLC

12.20  Networking Lunch  

1.20 Next generation drug discovery: Encoded Library Technology in 
Nanospheres
• Nanna Therapeutic’s proprietary screening and AI platform

(T.I.M.E.) to speed-up drug discovery
• Encoded Library Technology in Nanospheres: Expanding the 

boundaries of bio-relevant chemical space
• Highlights from recent case studies
James Dale, Senior Scientist and Head of Chemistry, 
Nanna Therapeutics

2.00 Utilising AI in structure based drug design and the 
implications of virtual screening
• Overview of the quantum computing molecule

comparison and its implications in speeding the DD process
• The role of computational techniques in streamlining the

structure-based drug design process
• The utilisation of machine learning models in ADME optimisation

in drug design and development
• The applications of virtual screening and molecular

comparative tools in development of drugs for
neurodegenerative disorders – case study

Govinda Bhisetti, Principal Investigator and Head of 
Computational Chemistry, Biogen 

2.40 When the rubber hits the road: The application of AI across 
drug discovery
The talk will focus on the application of AI to:
• Target Identification
• Medicinal Chemistry
• Patient Stratification
Chris Tame, Research Leader, BenevolentAI 

3.20 Afternoon Tea

3.50 Next-Generation drug discovery: quantum physics meets machine 
learning
• Traditional approaches to in-silico drug discovery have been

hampered by incomplete and inaccurate representation of
molecules

• This leads to poorly performing predictive models of efficacy 
and safety and inability to fully probe all the drug-like chemical
space

• GTN’s unique and proprietary platform combines deeper
featurization of molecules using quantum mechanical
descriptors with cutting-edge generative machine learning
models to quickly generate novel intellectual property at scale

• This presentation gives an overview of the GTN platform,
highlights an industrial case study and identifies future 
opportunities for the approach

Graham Simpson, Head of Drug Discovery, GTN 

4.30 Machine Learning for Drug Discovery
• The use of Machine Learning for ADME prediction
• The utilisation of these outcomes in determining next steps in the

drug discovery process
• Case studies
Alexander Hillisch, Director, Medicinal Chemistry, Bayer 

5.10 Chairman’s Closing Remarks and Close of Day Two

www.asdevents.com - www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=19119



Alternatively fax your registration to +44 (0)870 9090 712 or call +44 (0)870 9090 711

SUPPORTED BY:

HALF-DAY POST-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP
Wednesday 20th March 2019 

Copthorne Tara Hotel, London, UK
8.30am - 12.30pm

Artificial Intelligence in 
Drug Discovery

Workshop Leader:  
Dr Nick Camp, Drug Discovery Consultant, 

Nick Camp Consulting Ltd  

Workshop overview:

The workshop will evaluate the current status of Artificial 
Intelligence within the drug discovery industry. The sessions 
will focus upon current opportunities, challenges and future 
direction for this technology.

Why you should attend this workshop:

• Identify opportunities for application of AI within drug
discovery

• Learn about the current landscape for AI based 
companies

• Understand the challenges associated with the
adoption of AI

• Input ideas towards a fully integrated drug discovery
platform

• Networking and collaboration

Agenda

8.30 Registration and Coffee

9.00 Introduction

9.10 Session 1: Opportunities for Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) within drug discovery
• At what stages of the drug discovery cycle can

AI be applied?
• Where can AI have the greatest impact?

9.45 Session 2: Applying AI within the drug discovery 
industry
• What are the challenges? How can we

overcome them?
• What are your experiences working with AI

based companies?

10.20  Coffee

10.45  Session 3: Current status: What is available and 
what is missing?
• Many AI companies exist. How do you find the 

right partner?
• Does the current landscape of AI companies

cover all the stages of drug discovery?

11.20  Session 4: How to utilise AI in a fully integrated 
drug discovery platform
• Would it be an advantage or more attractive

to have all AI technology under a single drug 
discovery platform? What would your platform 
contain?

• How much can be done in silico (screening,
hit identification etc) prior to committing to 
laboratory work?

12.00  Discussion

12.30  Closing Remarks

About the Workshop Leader:
Dr Nick Camp runs an independent and international Drug 
Discovery Consultancy Company. Works with Pharma, 
CROs, Biotech, Start-Ups, Charities and Academia across 
Europe, US and Asia. Specialising in Medicinal Chemistry, 
Drug Discovery Partnerships, Business Development and 
Disruptive Technologies. Helps Clients to identify Business 
Partners through extensive network and provides technical 
support. Available for one-off, short and long-term Drug 
Discovery and Medicinal Chemistry Consultancy. Please 
see website www.ncampconsulting.com for more

www.asdevents.com - www.asdevents.com/event.asp?id=19119




